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A scandal can be broadly defined as an accusation or accusations that receive wide exposure. Generally
there is a negative effect on the credibility of the person or organisation involved. Society is scandalised when
it is made aware of blatant breaches of moral norms or legal requirements.
Scandal - Wikipedia
The Boise homosexuality scandal refers to a sweeping investigation of a supposed "homosexual
underground" in Boise, Idaho that started in 1955. Beginning with the arrest of three men in October 1955,
the investigation broadened to encompass allegations that over 100 young men and teenage boys had been
involved in sexual acts with a ring of adult homosexual men.
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(uncountable) Sexual activity, usually sexual intercourse unless preceded by a modifier. 1900, H.G. Wells,
Love & Mr. Lewisham, xvii, 144: We marry in fear and trembling, sex for a home is the woman's traffic, and
the man comes to his heart's desire when his heart's desire is dead. 1929, D.H. Lawrence, Pansies, 57: If
you want to have sex, you've got to trust
sex - Wiktionary
Editor's Note: Science-Metrix a Montreal-based company reports that Iran is showing fastest worldwide
growth in science.For example, Iran is at the forefront of stem cell research.Sexuality is not a taboo subject in
Iran. Virtually every aspect of sex is is discussed in scientific terms.
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